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Are “prisoners” fundamentally different from our usual 
(“normal”) subjects?

OR

Can laboratory experiments capture the differences 
among “prisoners” and “normal” subjects?



 The agricultural –low security– prison (1 session; 18 volunteer prisoners)

Relatively more pleasant; prisoners spend long times in an open space; 
possibility of cultivating land and taking care of sheep; all prisoners can 
meet together during “free time”; library (used as our “lab”)

 The high security prison (4 sessions; 58 volunteer prisoners)

Complete isolation; very limited contact with an open space; very limited 
activities, especially some artistic work allowed; prisoners meet during “free 
time” only within very well-selected closed groups-no meetings across 
groups; library (used as our “lab”)

Average duration per session: 2 hours. Show-up fee: 5€. Overall, average 
earnings (including show-up fee)=19.7€
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 (Genuinely) Sequential Discrete Trust game

A player decides whether to take 10€ for himself and another 10€ for a second 
player or let the game continue allowing the latter choose between 20€ for each one 
of the two or take 30€ for himself and let the former down with 5€.

 A Corruption game [Jaber et al (2014) Frontiers in Behavioral Neuroscience]

Two firms bid in an auction granting the license for a public project to one of them. 
An official decides who wins the auction. Bids involve combinations of bribe and 
quality (the larger the former, the lower the latter). Quality benefits all players but 
bribes are only good for officials.







Prisoners Trust more and Reciprocate more than students





MONETARY PAYOFFS IMPLEMENTED IN THE EXPERIMENTS
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Plots of quality bids
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PSYCHOPATHY AND 
ECONOMIC BEHAVIOR





Levenson Self-Report Psychopathy Scale (LSRP Scale): 26 
questions answered on an “agree-disagree” 4-point likert scale.

Psychopathy is a personality disorder first described in 1941 by psychiatrist Hervey Cleckley. It 
is generally characterized as an acute or total lack of empathy and respect for others with a 
superficial presentation of normality.

The Levenson Self-Report Psychopathy Scale was developed by Levenson, Kiehl, and Fitzpatrick 
(1995) 

[Levenson, M.; Kiehl, K.; Fitzpatrick, C. (1995). "Assessing psychopathic attributes in a 
noninstitutionalized population". Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 68, 151-158.] 

to measure psychopathy as a personality trait for use in psychological research. It measures on 
two scales; primary and secondary psychopathy.



IS NOT A PSYCHOPATHOLOGY! (It is not treated
clinically)

Psychopaths (especially those scoring high in primary
psychopathy) will generally avoid institutionalization for
psychiatric reasons, while those scoring high in secondary may
have higher probability to end up in prison.  



Laboratory subjects Prison subjects



 Correlation LSRP Primary & Sentence -0.1650

 Correlation LSRP Secondary & Sentence: 0.0081

 Correlation LSRP Total & Sentence: -0.1271



 No difference in LSRP depending on whether they trust as players 1 or not



 Student subjects in the trust game had revealed that higher LSRP scores were related to 
non reciprocity as a second player

Differences in psychopathy, primary psychopathy and secondary psychopathy degrees between non-reciprocting
(0) and reciprocating (1) P2 players.







 The prisoner sample is overall much less educated than students and a verbal test 
like LSRP does not capture their personality



 The prisoner sample is overall much less educated than students and a verbal test 
like LSRP does not capture their personality

 The reciprocating (N=20) and non reciprocating (N=6) subsamples are 
surprisingly similar in all variables ….



 The prisoner sample is overall much less educated than students and a verbal test 
like LSRP does not capture their personality (?)

 The reciprocating (N=20) and non reciprocating (N=6) subsamples are 
surprisingly similar in all variables …. 

 Except for education: Reciprocating subjects have, on average, gone almost 
through a whole educational level higher than non-reciprocating ones (1.166 vs. 
1.944) 



 Prison subjects in the corruption game suggest that higher LSRP scores is related to 
deciding according to bribe as officials







Y = Bribe





















 Event 58: decision making player 1’s screen appears

 Event 59: players 1 make their decision

 Event 61: players 2 make their decision (if they can). (Players 2 not deciding do not
observe nothing).

 Event 63: results screen. 



 Baseline HR=the beat just before an event

 IBI1=First Interbeat interval after an event

 IBI2=Second Interbeat interval after an event

 dIBI1=IBI1-baseline 

 dIBI2=IBI2-baseline 

 dAvIBI=average(IBI1,IBI2)-baseline

 All variabes in milliseconds ellapsing between heart beats. 

 Longer IBIs mean heart goes slower. When dIBI1 is positive then, decceleration. 

 An acceleration means stress, a deceleration means alert, attention. 







 Prisoners are either similar or more trusting, reciprocal and prosocial than student subjects.

 Prisoners and students have similar LSRP scores.

 LSRP is not a good predictor of sentences.

 Unlike with student subjects, LSRP does not relate much to reciprocity in the trust game.

 But LSRP, longer sentence and young age relate to bribing and bribe-seeking behaviour.

 Trust decreases and reciprocity increases with a prisoners’ sentence.

 Bribers tend to be less reciprocal. 

 Trusting behaviour is predicted by higher arousal when faced with task and lower arousal 
when deciding.  

 Also, trusting decisions relate to lower attentional resources. 

 Finally, apart from lower LSRP scores reciprocal decisions imply a lower arousal and a higher 
one when receiving feedback. 
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